Freshman R/O Book Broadens Scope

"I question the desire of incoming students to read what humanities, house managers, and other staff and faculty members have to say about residence life," said Elizabeth T. Smith '94. Dorm program director. "When I was a freshman I skipped the whole front section.... If you give too many people's opinions, you're wasting paper. Adding a few student quotes about what to expect [from residence life] might be the optimal idea."

The new book may reduce the stress of freshmen arriving without knowing how things work, said David W. Hogg '92, former president of Senior House. Hogg, who wrote the Senior House submission for the book, said the idea is to make it "a bit less of a collection of ads and more of an informational guide to week and weekend residences in general."

"It remains to be seen whether the redesigned guide will help... If it succeeds, it may protect the future of rush," Hogg said.

The 1992 Carroll L. Wilson Awards

These awards have been established as a memorial to the late Carroll L. Wilson (32) Professor of Management at the Sloan School and first Mitsui Professor in Problems of Contemporary Technology at MIT.

Professor Wilson devoted much of his career toward seeking solutions to important global problems through the application of scientific, engineering, economic, and political analysis to programs of action. The underlying goal of his work was the improvement of relations among countries and the strengthening of their institutions and people.

The purpose of the Wilson Awards is to provide opportunities for MIT students to pursue a challenging activity which would have excited the interest and enthusiasm of Carroll Wilson.

The prizes will be awarded to students in any department at MIT on the basis of a competitive evaluation of proposals by a Prize Committee.

The prizes will be awarded to students in any department at MIT on the basis of a competitive evaluation of proposals by a Prize Committee.

Application deadline date: March 30, 1992

Announcement of winners: May 15, 1992

Application forms and additional information are available from:

Ms. Kimberly Bagli, 3-209
Ms. Susan Kendall, 20A-023
Ms. Caren Tolpa, E15-200
Undergraduate Education Office, 20B-141

Mont Sainte-Anne...SKIQUEBEC'S BEST

HOTEL CHATEAU MONT SAINT-ANNE

Les Hétes Sénécal Le Château Mont Saint-Anne is only 45 minutes from a genial ski ride to Quebec's most challenging ski areas. Book early and reservations will ensure you: our ski exercise facility will relax you, our staff will spoil you...

adurntaions $500/person/weekends from $3500 Canadian funds
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This page contains content that is not clearly visible. It appears to be an advertisement or a list of services and prices. The text is not legible or coherent enough to extract meaningful information. It seems to be related to hotel services, possibly for Mont Sainte-Anne, Quebec. However, due to the unclear nature of the content, it cannot be accurately transcribed.